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Subject Topics to be
covered

Key Learning

‘Oliver Twist’ by Charles
Dickens

Students will read an abridged version of Charles Dickens’ ‘Oliver Twist’. They
will study extracts from the original version and analyse Dickens’ use of
language to evoke character and setting. Students will also learn about
Victorian Britain with a particular focus on what life was like for the poor and
vulnerable in society and how Charles Dickens’ campaigned to change this.
They will learn how to write analytical paragraphs with a particular focus on
topic sentences and using quotations as supportive evidence.

In addition, students explore creative and transaction writing focusing on using
spelling, punctuation and grammar accurately.

*One lesson per fortnight will focus on improving writing.
*One lesson per fortnight will focus on skills for reading and reading for
pleasure.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Research what life was like in Victorian Britain  and find out some
information about Charles Dickens (BBC Bitesize is a good place to
start!)

2. Watch the Polanski version of ‘Oliver Twist’ to get to know the plot
before we study the book in class.

3. Read some of Dickens’ short stories. Here is a link to 10 of the best:
https://interestingliterature.com/2021/02/best-charles-dickens-short-stori
es/

https://interestingliterature.com/2021/02/best-charles-dickens-short-stories/
https://interestingliterature.com/2021/02/best-charles-dickens-short-stories/


The Natural world

Transition project
Focus : Bees

Unit 1
Water

Recap the prior learning on Bees  from their primary school.
This will be a cross curriculum project, where the students will also carry out
work in Biology and Geography.

All students will;
● research how Bees can inspire Artwork.
● explore mono printing, typography and watercolour to create

experimental sketchbook responses.
● refine their ideas to produce a personal final outcome.

All students will:
● research and analyse the work of a range of Artists who are inspired by

Water.
● explore paint, pastel, print and collage to create experimental

sketchbook responses.
● refine responses to collaborate in producing a whole class response .

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Research the Art work of David Hockney and Len Tabner.
2. Compare and contrast their use of mark making.

Foundations of Health,
Safety, Hygiene and
Basic cooking skills

To understand the importance of safe hygienic practices
To develop practical skills as team members by preparing dishes that involve
knife skills.
Students will gain knowledge of the basic principles of a balanced diet

Pre-exposure
homework

1. List any new dishes that you have discovered over the Summer
holidays.

2. Can you identify the country and main elements of the dish?
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Mon Monde à Moi Students will use language they have already gained at KS2 and build on it to
be able to talk about themselves, their friends and family. They will be able to
greet people and introduce themselves, and talk about birthdays. They will
learn to ask for things in the classroom in French and understand the teacher’s
instructions to begin to use the language spontaneously in lesson time. Our
main focus will be building speaking skills and good pronunciation in French.

Pre-exposure
homework

Spend 30 mins recalling all the French you can remember from year 6. Can you
do the following?

● Greet someone
● Say your name
● Ask their name
● Ask how they are
● Say how you are
● Give any other details about yourself, friends, pets or family

Try to write a few phrases or a paragraph in French with any of the language
you already know.

Bee Transition Project Within geography we will assess why bees are important to the planet,
investigate the current threats to bee populations and outline a range of
potential solutions which could be used to protect global bee populations.
Through this project students will develop key geographical skills such as map
work, data analysis, evaluating and presenting. 

Pre-exposure
homework

Read the information on the webpage below:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/zsvf8mn

http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/zsvf8mn


Norman Conquest Students will study the key aspects of the Norman Conquest, including the key
claimants to the throne, the Battle of Hastings and the significance of the feudal
system. Source analysis skills and the use of evidence will be incorporated unto
the unit, whilst students will also consider how different historical events and
figures of historical significance can be interpreted in different ways.  The key
historical theme of Conflict & Resolution will shape the unit.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Harold vs William - Whose Crown? Watch the following link as a starting
point to understanding the conflict between the key rivals for the throne
of England:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ns-0J_bytOo

2. Watch A Young Person's Guide to the Battle of Hastings and identify
and record what you believe to be the three most significant facts:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhqrpTpoGHk

3. What was the feudal system? Research the key question and write a
brief explanation.

E Safety Our digital lives
● How digital media and technologies have changed our lives.
● What is the internet and how does it work?
● Using technology securely

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Read the information on E-safety at BBC Bitesize
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zrtrd2p/revision/1
and complete the test

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ns-0J_bytOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhqrpTpoGHk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zrtrd2p/revision/1
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Sequences

Understanding and using
algebraic notation

Equality and Equivalence

● Know the definitions of key terms relating to sequences.
● Know the characteristics of different types of sequence
● Understand how to identify different types of sequence
● Understand how to use a rule or follow a pattern to find terms in a

sequence
● Understand how to find missing terms in a sequence

● Use function machines to find inputs and outputs
● Find a function machine given an expression
● Substitution of values into expression
● Generate sequences given an algebraic rule
● Represent functions graphically

● Know the definitions of key words such as equal, equivalent, term and
identity

● Understanding the meaning of equality, like and unlike terms
● Simplify algebraic expressions by collecting like terms, using the identity

symbol.
● Solve one step linear equations using inverse operations

Pre-exposure
homework

Research what the Fibonacci sequence is and where is it found in nature?

Elements of Music Pupils learn about Pitch, Dynamics, Duration, Tempo, Texture, Timbre or
Sonority, Articulation and Silence and are introduced to Graphic Notation and
Graphic Scores. It is hoped that this unit will develop pupil’s understanding of
the Elements of Music and provide pupils with a foundation of musical
vocabulary for use at Key Stage 3.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Visit BBC Bitesize, KS3 Music, music theory, melody. Watch the video
clips

2. Listen to as many different styles of music and start to break them down
into th musical elements



Sport, Health and
Wellbeing activities

Students will participate in a range of sporting activities and they will follow a
teaching games for understanding model. This approach aims to ensure
students are active and engaged in lessons while developing their basic
understanding of tactics and strategies within the activity. Students will be
assessed following a ‘High Performance; PE assessment framework which
aims to develop the whole student, focusing on specific character skills
including showing responsibility and independence.

Students will also participate and follow a health based curriculum to raise
awareness of the importance of physical activity, with the aim for students to
challenge themselves to improve levels of fitness and improve general well
being in a range of fitness activities.

Enrichment activities will be offered to allow students to participate
recreationally and competitively in a range of sporting activities linked to
competition calendars.

The Study of world
religions – what are the
main beliefs?

Building foundations for developing knowledge of the key religious traditions.

Students will consider the main religious beliefs and teachings from Christianity,
Buddhism, Judaism, Islam, Sikhism and Hinduism. They will make links
between these world religions and consider why their beliefs are important to
them and their religion.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Read BBC Bitesize and make mind-maps on each religious tradition
and summarise their beliefs into key information/symbols. Answer the
following key questions – what do they believe? Why do they believe it?

2. What do they do to demonstrate their faith?
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Y7 Bee Transition
Project

Following a health & safety orientation to familiarise students with working in a
lab, we use bees as a context to develop scientific skills through investigating:
●       How do bees make their honey so sweet?
●       What is the difference between different types of honey?
●       Is honey a good anti-bacterial?
●       Why are honeycombs built as hexagons?
●       What is the best wing shape for bees?

Following a Year 7 baseline test to identify KS2 topics which require further
consideration, we start the content of the Year 7 science course.

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Research the importance of bees in the north east of England.
2. Start by reading the article entitled ‘Geordie Bees’ at

https://www.livingnorth.com/northeast/people-places/geordie-bees

7A Cells ●       What do all living things do?
●       How are animal and plant cells similar and different?
●       How are specialised cells adapted for their functions?
●       How do cells, tissues and organs work together?

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Watch the National Geographic video on the human body at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ae4MadKPJC0

2. Research the work of the British scientist Robert Hooke from his work
using microscopes in the late 1600s and look at more recent images of
cells and their components on the Cell Image Library website
http://www.cellimagelibrary.org/home

https://www.livingnorth.com/northeast/people-places/geordie-bees
https://www.livingnorth.com/northeast/people-places/geordie-bees
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ae4MadKPJC0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ae4MadKPJC0
http://www.cellimagelibrary.org/home
http://www.cellimagelibrary.org/home


Yr 7 Bee Transition
Project - Bug Hotel

Individual response with a design and make outcome based on Geometric
forms and the Art Deco Movement, i.e. a Bug Hotel

Focus Skills:
● Practical focus on sustainability - conservation, construction skills, the

use of timber and accuracy.
● Properties of Materials - Timber Toughness, durability, Insulation and

stability.
● Unit 5 Working with Timber Based Materials

Pre-exposure
homework

1. Find a small package that you no longer need and deconstruct the box
to form a flat net.

a. Stick it onto some paper and label the different parts: Net, gluing
tabs, locking tabs, fold line, cut edge, embossing, varnish,
registration mark, crop lines, colour bar and dimensions in mm.

2. Visit https://www.templatemaker.nl/en/ and to discover more nets with
more complex shapes.

3. Draw your favourite net out scale 1:1 and label the key parts.
4. Draw the packaging net 3D assembled using the isometric drawing

method.

https://www.templatemaker.nl/en/

